
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Squanto SQ-015 magnetic tracker with 180-day 
standby battery is set up & ready to use. We have 
configured the sim & all the required settings. All you 
need to do is put top-up the sim at www.giffgaff.com, 
download the app (see QR codes below for quick access), 
lift the rubber cover & click the sim into place, then login 
to the app (see instructions below) & start tracking. It’s 
that simple! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIM CREDIT 

To use your tracker you need to activate the installed sim. 

Inside your box there is a plastic Giffgaff sim outer card 

with a 6 character code. Go to giffgaff.com & click on 

‘Activate a SIM’ & enter this code. Initial top up is £10 

for which you will get an extra £5 (so £15 for £10). You 

don’t need to sign up for any monthly goody bags, just 

scroll to the bottom & buy the minimum £10 top up SIM 

credit. After activation go to the giffgaff account home 

page where you will find your SIM phone number. You 

will also get an email from giffgaff with your phone 

number on it. Your credit will remain valid so long as you 

make one chargeable event every 6 months (eg 1 text 

from the device). 

POWER ON & OFF 

Your tracker has all the settings preloaded so all you have 

to do is lift the rubber cover & push the sim in until it 

clicks into place. The orange & blue lights will come on. 

After a short time the orange & blue lights will start to 

flash i.e. once a GPS (blue light) & GPRS phone mobile 

data (orange light) connection has been made. The first 

time you connect it may take a short while to find a 

satellite (best to go outside); After this first time it will 

find a GPS signal quicker. To turn the unit off simply 

remove the sim and the lights will go out. 

LOCATING YOUR TRACKER 

You can locate your tracker in a number of ways; by 
calling it, by texting it or by using our free app or website 
tracking portal -  2.squantogps.com 

Via Call 

Just call the Giffgaff sim number of the tracker – it will 
respond with a text with a google maps link 

Via Text  

You can send a text at any time to the tracker & receive 
a google maps link giving its location. To do this send the 
following text message: G123456# 

Click on the link & it will open a google maps screen on 
your smartphone showing you the location of your 
tracker. 

NB. If the tracker has lost its GPS signal when you send 
this message then you may receive two replies. First will 
be the location before it lost its GPS signal. (its last 
location). After a minute or so you will receive another 
message with the current location. If the message has the 
letters V:V within it then it’s the last location. If it has the 
letters V:A in the message then it is the current location. 
Please see the following example text replies:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Via the APP 

To install the app either use the QR codes or search for 
‘Squanto GPS’ in the Apple app store for iOS or Google 
Play for Android. 

Please make sure you tap on ‘Login by IMEI’ at the 
bottom of the screen (it will turn orange when you tap on 
it). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Server (top box): 2.squantogps.com 

IMEI: The 10 digit number printed on the back of your 
unit – it should start ID: 9151XXXXXX (or can be 
found within the body of the reply to the location 
request text G123456#)  

The password is 123456. 

Switching between standby and live tracking 

Your tracker is set to wake up and go into live tracking 
mode automatically whenever it detects movement & go 
back into standby mode when stationary for a few 
minutes. If the tracker is stationary it may appear as 
‘offline’ in the app otherwise it will be moving and 
therefore in live tracking mode. If you would prefer the 
tracker to be in permanent standby mode to maximize 
battery life then text: 

Sleep123456 time 

You can still call or text the unit at any time to get its 
current location but you can’t use the geofence or 
movement alerts, and it won’t track in real time in the 
app. To put it back into its default mode (movement 
detection) text: Sleep123456 shock 

Admin Number 

In order to use the geo-fence, low battery, movement 
alerts etc. you must first set an admin number so that the 
unit knows who to text etc. This will mean the tracker 
will only communicate with your phone & no-one else 
can access its location. To do this send the following 
message 

Admin123456 XXXXXXXXXXX (where the X’s are 
your own mobile phone number) 

IMPORTANT: Please make sure that the number is 
correct before you send the message. If you make a 
mistake & send the wrong admin number you will no 
longer be able to use your tracker as it will only respond 
to the phone number set as the admin number. You will 
receive a reply admin ok. To remove the admin number, 
send the following text: 

Noadmin123456 XXXXXXXXXXX (where the X’s are 
your own mobile phone number) You can only have 1 
admin number at a time. 

Movement alert - With an admin number set you can be 
notified by text should the tracker make any unexpected 
movements.  

Text: - Shock123456 To cancel text: Noshock123456 

Anti-theft / unauthorised removal function – there is 
a sensor at the top left of the back plate which will send 
a text alarm to you if it detects that it’s been removed i.e. 
if the sensor is uncovered. This function is on by default 
but to switch this function off text:  

Noloosing123456 

To switch it back on again text: 

Loosing123456 

Geofence 

To set a geo-fence firstly make sure the tracker is online 
i.e. blue & orange lights are flashing. Then use the geo-
fence option within the app or web tracking platform. In 
the app tap on the green circular button ‘Geofence’. Then 

tap on the + sign (top right). Now put a name for the 
Geofence in the top box (eg Home) and tap in one of the 
other boxes (eg Longitude) whereupon the map screen 
will appear with an adjustable geofence boundary. Simply 
pinch the circle bigger or smaller and move it to where 
you want the boundary to be set. Then tap on ‘save’ (top 
right) – the ‘Add Geofence’ screen reappears with the 
details filled in. Tap on ‘save’ again and your geofence will 
be saved. 

The alarm will go off within the app or website tracking 
platform to alert you when the vehicle crosses either in 
or out of the boundary. 

To delete a geo-fence tap on the green geofence circle 
and then keep your finger pressed on the geofence you 
want to delete. After a second or so you will have the 
option to delete it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We pride ourselves in our customer service & are happy 
to help with any questions or comments you might have. 
You can contact us via our website squanto.co.uk or by 
sending an email to info@squanto.co.uk or via our 
Facebook site Squanto GPS 

 

 

Keeping Track of What Matters Most! 


